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In last project, we proposes an 
integrated framework of compensation 
payment base which integrate four kind of 
compensation payment bases：performance, 
special skill, job and seniority. And discuss 
how different payment-base integrated 
applied with an organization. Finally, 
derive relative appropriately compensation 
payment base for different position within 
an organization.  We considerate the 
integrated applied of this framework can 
satisfy some of employee needs, For 
example: job security, feedback, growth 
and development.    
 In this project, we further to explore 
the status of compensation needs of 
high-technical employee. We use 
“competitive advantage of human 
resource” and “explicitness of job worth” 
as two dimensions to decide appropriately 
compensation payment base for different 
position. Finally, to explore the 
relationship between compensation 
payment base and employee compensation 
needs. We found that the difference in 
compensation needs between different 
departments and positions which 
employees belong to. It is also different in 
compensation needs between preferences
for payment base. Organization should 
emphasize different payment base for 
employees with different position 


































其 與 組 織 間 的 關 係 (Gerhart & 
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